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R E C O MM E N D E D R E A D I N G

his reading list contains books that maybe useful studying for the exit exam at the end
of your paediatric surgical specialist training.

Of course all these books are of no use without a thorough training and depth of experience
of patient care that occurs over years of working under expert supervision. In particular it is
only with experience the surgeon can know what to do when patients insist on not following
the course prescribed by the erudite descriptions in the texts!

Another important point to remember is that books are always out of date!
The pace of change is so rapid that by the time the book has come to publication things have
already moved on. Nowhere is this more evident than in paediatric oncology. Certainly the
oncological physicians have provided a role model for rationalising and improving patient
care.
This means that reading books must be supplemented by regularly attending international
meetings and communicating with other specialists to see what is current practice. One other
piece of advice is to be realistic about how much information can go in at a time.

Make sure any study time is balanced with exercise, relaxation and living.
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PART 1 EXAM IN BASIC SCIENCES
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Embryology – Reference book only. Gray and Skandalakis
Genetics – Smith, Recognisable Syndromes
Biochemistry/Physiology – Illustrated Physiology, McKenna and Gannon
Anatomy – Last Anatomy Textbook and Practical Anatomy for Paediatric Surgeons
Pathology – Dehner
Statistics – ABC book Bacteriology and Immunology
PART 1 EXAM – CLINICAL

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

References
Operative
Atlas, An Atlas and Mind Maps in Paediatric Surgery
Radiology
Urology
Oncology, The Surgery of Childhood Tumours
Paediatrics, Practical Paediatric Problems
Neonatology
History – A History of Surgical Paediatrics

JOURNALS TO READ
•
•
•

Journal of Paediatric Surgery
European Journal of Paediatric Surgery
Paediatric Surgery International Archives

1. Paediatric Surgery - Morton, William J; O’Neill James A; Mosby
A heavy 2 volume tome from the USA, with a hefty price tag and very detailed text. For
normal mortals it is best used as a reference rather than read cover to cover.
2. Case Studies in Paediatric Surgery - Moss, Lawrence; Appleton and Lange
An excellent study aid, especially for spotter type questions. Covers a wide range of clinical
scenarios relevant to the paediatric surgeon with helpfully thought out explanation. A word of
warning though, it is not 100% comprehensive, and again is influenced by its US origins.
3. Paediatric Surgery - Ashcraft, Keith W.; Holcomb, George W.; Murphy, J Patrick;
Saunders
Another big book from the USA. This time as a single volume and can be read page by page.
I used this as my core reading.
4. Essentials of Paediatric Urology - Duffy; Rickwood; Thomas; Taylor and Francis
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A rare treasure indeed! A textbook aimed at the trainee! This beautifully produced publication
really does cover most of the essentials needed for paediatric urology for the non-specialist.
Its origins are from the BAPU training course held annually in Cambridge UK and the
chapters are written by many of the founders of paediatric surgery as we know it today.
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5. Surgical Directives: Paediatric Surgery - Mattei, Peter; Lippincott Williams & Wilkins
I found this very useful to get me thinking like a consultant. Each chapter contains the
approach the author would take in addressing a clinical scenario. It is especially good at
covering the whole management from patient presentation and work-up to any intervention
and on-going care. It must be read however with intelligence, as there may be alternatives to
the approaches described, and is certainly not a comprehensive text.
6. Paediatric Surgical Secrets - Glick, Philip L.; Pearl, Richard H.; Irish, Michael S.; Caty,
Michael G; Hanley & Belfus
A nearly pocket sized book that is written in note form and contains loads of little gems to
impress the boss with. Only hazard is that it doesn’t always provide the context to support the
information and is must be used in conjunction with a more weighty text.
7. Operative Paediatric Surgery - Spitz, Lewis; Hodder Arnold H&S
The arrival of latest edition of the firmly established “Rob and Smith” operative surgical atlas
is keenly awaited in September 2005. Hopefully this will include updated chapters to include
minimally invasive techniques, modern approaches to inflammatory bowel disease etc.
8. Paediatric Surgery and Urology: Long Term Outcomes - Stringer, Mark D.; Oldham, Keith
T.; Howard, Edward R.; De Mouriquand, Pierre; W.B. Saunders Company
An important text trying to get a handle on outcomes in the long-term. It contains a lot of
useful reviews, although now slightly dated and often reflecting the experience of the author
of each chapter. Nevertheless it does help to consolidate the evidence that can be used to
justify current clinical practise.
9. Basic Techniques in Pediatric Surgery: Carachi, Robert; Agarwala, Sandeep; Bradnock, Tim J.
(Eds.)

This unique manual is a “surgical cookbook” designed to provide clear and concise guidance for
trainees in pediatric surgery. With the aid of simple line drawings depicting each operative step, more
than one hundred frequently performed procedures are explained and demonstrated. The reader will
learn how to perform each procedure effectively and safely, avoiding potential complications. The full
range of surgery is covered, including basic surgical skills, day surgery procedures, emergency
surgery procedures and minimally invasive surgery. The book will be of value not only to trainees in
pediatric surgery but also to trainees in general surgery, theatre nurses, parents and carers.
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